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 "This is a baseball book, but whether Creamer "This is a baseball book, but whether Creamer
intended it or not, it's much, much more."-Sportsintended it or not, it's much, much more."-Sports
Illustrated. "[Creamer] recalls this momentous yearIllustrated. "[Creamer] recalls this momentous year
in baseball and world history. He reprises Joein baseball and world history. He reprises Joe
DiMaggio's 56-game hitting streak, Ted Williams'sDiMaggio's 56-game hitting streak, Ted Williams's
.406 batting average, Hank Greenberg and the.406 batting average, Hank Greenberg and the
draft, the furious Dodgers-Cardinals pennant fight,draft, the furious Dodgers-Cardinals pennant fight,
and the ensuing World Series. All this is portrayedand the ensuing World Series. All this is portrayed
against the looming U.S. entry into World Waragainst the looming U.S. entry into World War
II."-Library Journal. Robert W. Creamer, one of theII."-Library Journal. Robert W. Creamer, one of the
best and most perceptive writers on baseball,best and most perceptive writers on baseball,
remembers the baseball-and other matters-of 1941remembers the baseball-and other matters-of 1941
in a tribute to the game that is also part memoir.in a tribute to the game that is also part memoir.
Creamer was a long-time writer and editor at SportsCreamer was a long-time writer and editor at Sports
IllustrIllustr
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In the Land of Cocktails: Recipes andIn the Land of Cocktails: Recipes and
Adventures from the Cocktail ChicksAdventures from the Cocktail Chicks

 Can't tell a Gin Fizz from a Gimlet? Think a Sidecar Can't tell a Gin Fizz from a Gimlet? Think a Sidecar
is something you'd see at the racetrack? If your ideais something you'd see at the racetrack? If your idea
of a wild night is a few Lemondrop shots washedof a wild night is a few Lemondrop shots washed
back with a Cosmo, you're in need of some cocktailback with a Cosmo, you're in need of some cocktail
therapy! And there's no one better to tell youtherapy! And there's no one better to tell you
everything you need to know about a Brandy Crueverything you need to know about a Brandy Cru

Game of Scones: All Men Must Dine: A ParodyGame of Scones: All Men Must Dine: A Parody

 A spoof recipe book that pays homage to the A spoof recipe book that pays homage to the
smash worldwide bestselling novels and record-smash worldwide bestselling novels and record-
breaking HBO series Game of Thrones.Dinner isbreaking HBO series Game of Thrones.Dinner is
coming . . . and it's sure to be unforgettable andcoming . . . and it's sure to be unforgettable and
delicious with this witty, must-have baking guidedelicious with this witty, must-have baking guide
featuring pun-tastic jokes and clever, creativefeaturing pun-tastic jokes and clever, creative
recipes inrecipes in

Ask GrahamAsk Graham

 Now in paperback, Graham's drily hilarious Daily Now in paperback, Graham's drily hilarious Daily
Telegraph advice columnsTelegraph advice columns

Once More with FeelingOnce More with Feeling

 Entertaining... utterly engaging... and real. An Entertaining... utterly engaging... and real. An
everyday lesbian world so credible you'll think you'reeveryday lesbian world so credible you'll think you're
eavesdropping. Where you will find the challengeseavesdropping. Where you will find the challenges
as well as the joys of love and friendship. Whereas well as the joys of love and friendship. Where
you will find yourself, and the women you knowyou will find yourself, and the women you know
After eight years, Laura's relationship with MavAfter eight years, Laura's relationship with Mav
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What others say about this ebook:What others say about this ebook:

Review 1:Review 1:
Almost new condition and bought it used. If you love the history of baseball and the impact WWIIAlmost new condition and bought it used. If you love the history of baseball and the impact WWII
had on the game, good book to read.had on the game, good book to read.

 Review 2: Review 2:
One of the better books on the 1941 baseball season I've ever read. In addition, the bookOne of the better books on the 1941 baseball season I've ever read. In addition, the book
provides great insight into what was going on in the world during those tumultuous times. Iprovides great insight into what was going on in the world during those tumultuous times. I
highly recommend this book.highly recommend this book.

 Review 3: Review 3:
Gives you a great feel for what it was like to be following baseball as the world ramped up to war.Gives you a great feel for what it was like to be following baseball as the world ramped up to war.
Great baseball stories.Great baseball stories.

 Review 4: Review 4:
One of the best baseball books I have ever read. Very informative. I love baseball. This book wasOne of the best baseball books I have ever read. Very informative. I love baseball. This book was
about the year that I find very interesting.about the year that I find very interesting.

 Review 5: Review 5:
Mr. Creamer has detailed the 1941 baseball season not by someone who read history books andMr. Creamer has detailed the 1941 baseball season not by someone who read history books and
old newspaper articles but rather by his own memories of that year. There was so much going onold newspaper articles but rather by his own memories of that year. There was so much going on
that year with Joe Dimaggio's streak, to the war in Europe and the draft that started takingthat year with Joe Dimaggio's streak, to the war in Europe and the draft that started taking
ballplayers to the entrance of the U.S. into the war. All that and more is covered here. The pagesballplayers to the entrance of the U.S. into the war. All that and more is covered here. The pages
flew while I read this!flew while I read this!
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